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Introduction
Periodic arrangement of infinitesimal channels that conduct the whole longitudinal area of the photonic crystal fibers (PCF) [1] . Properly engineering the position, dimension and number of air holes, PCFs grant some attractive properties like ultraflattened chromatic dispersion, very high nonlinearity, lofty sloping negative dispersion, slight confinement loss (L C ), small and huge effective mode area (A eff ), meager bending loss and high birefringence (B) [2] [3] [4] . The property of negative flattened dispersion (being used for residual dispersion compensation), is one of the most remarkable characteristics [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . However, a major drawback of the conventional single mode optical fiber (SMOF) is that during application in long transmission system, it gives positive dispersion of 12 to 22 ps/nm/km which can greatly increase when the optical signal passes over longer distance via that SMOF [2] . This positive dispersion degrades the optical pulse in all respects specially for wavelength division multiplexing (WDM). To diminish this positive dispersion, there are many techniques are used. Among them, dispersion compensation (DC) is the most popular of all. Nevertheless, even after implementing DC, some residual dispersion still persist for few specific wavelengths which need a secondary compensation done by a fiber called residual dispersion compensation (RDC) fiber.
This RDC fiber provides large negative but flatted dispersion to discard the accrued extra positive dispersion of a SMOF in an optical link. Such kind of fiber considering chromatic dispersion should be as much as high negative with flattened for reducing cost and loss.
It is mentioned worthy here that many researchers [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] have displayed several PCF designs with large negative but flattened dispersion property. For example, Varshney [5] , Franco [7] and Tee et al. [12] proposed PCFs in conventional hexagonal pattern that confirmed very low average negative flattened dispersion 
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Commercially available COMSOL software based on finite element method (FEM) [7, 14] is using for simulation purpose. The dispersion (D), birefringence (B), confinement loss or leakage loss (L C ) and effective area (A eff ) were calculated using the given equations [3, 6, 13] .
Dispersion ( Generally, a true residual dispersion compensating fiber (RDCF) should have ultraflattened negative chromatic dispersion (UNCD) for all wavelengths within a band for both X and Y polarized modes. In Fig.4 , both Y and X polarization modes show [4] . An oscillation comes between the characteristics of dispersion depending on the value of the parameters and when the bandwidth of the particular characteristics of dispersion is significantly wide [4, 13] . Compared to other previous designs [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] properties to 1 ( ± to )% 5 alteration to it's OP for ensuring dispersion fitness [16] .
Keeping this in mind, numerical study has been taken for the effect of 1 ( ± to )% 10 alteration in the structural parameters. The response of characteristics is done changing one parameter when all other parameters are fixed to the optimum level. Nevertheless, splice loss can be reduced using fusion splicing [18] . Recently, L. Saval et al. [19] reported a splice-free interconnection technique to minimize splice loss during connecting between a SMOF and a PCF. property by adding more outer rings in the cladding area [3, 13] .
During mode test, comparative study between fundamental mode and second mode considering L C at 1.55 µm wavelength. Our proposed RDCF supports a stronger fundamental mode and in that case L C of the second mode is higher than 46 dB/m.
Moreover, L C of the second mode higher 1246 times than the fundamental mode.
Therefore, the proposed RDCF will successfully operates as a single-mode fiber [13] .
Again, for mode analysis, the effective V parameter is calculated by the equation Now only point is the fabrication issue for the proposed RDCF design. We prefer our proposed structure very similar to the common hexagonal pattern. Due to the triangular position of all the air holes of the raised design, it can be fabricated by using conventional stack and draw technique [15] . In addition, Suzuki et al.
theoretically and practically examined the complex structure by adopting conventional stack and draw method [16] . Alternatively, using sol-gel method any irregular structure of PCFs can be fabricated and this method provides flexibility during fabrication for any complex structured PCF [17] . The diameter of air hole of around 0.1 µm including fractional pitch in PCF have been fabricated using the material of silica [20] . Obviously our proposed design can be fabricated because the smallest air-hole size being 0.22 µm and the pitch being 0.53 µm (which is larger than the fabrication dimension reported in ref. 20) . Moreover, using extrusion technique, air-hole size as small as 0.2 µm in the core region was already achieved in lead silicate PCF [21] . Furthermore, table 1 shows comparison between the dispersion properties for both X and Y polarization modes of the RDCF design with that of other PCFs. It is reported that only our proposed PCF provides ultra-flattened negative chromatic dispersion (UNCD) for both X and Y polarization modes whereas the other designs did not consider. µm. This bandwidth covers O+E+S+C+L+U bands and supports the optical windows 2nd and 3rd in the infrared region. The proposed RDCF has circular air holes that simplify the fabrication. As a result, with the appealing features of the proposed RDCF, it is concluded that this fiber can be used as a fiber in high-speed data transmission optical network for the application of residual dispersion compensation.
